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FUTURE
Serving the UCF Community for 15 Years

INSIDE
D Discussing incest and sexual abuse,
seepage3
.
D Trivia Quiz: The lads from Liv~
pool, see Encore, page 14
D DeFranco: A swinging star, see
Sport.sweek, page 17
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Two-thirds of UCF summer courses chopped
by Donna Howell

Last summer the college offered
said. "Faculty members in our department will be limited to teaching one· about half the courses available
In the most severe funding cut in
course eacq in the summer, therefore during spring and fall semesters.
According to communication . ·earning only about 35 percent of their
UCF's history, the state ha~ slashed
Dr. Timothy O'Keefe, a com$1.62 million from the university's department chairman Dr. Raymond regular salaries during those months.'' munications professor, said his
1982-83 education and general budget Buchanan, the College of Arts and
feature writing class was unable to
limiting summer courses, department Sciences "appears to have been hit
''Students are understandably , send their assignments to local
expenditures and faculty employ- harder" and is "virtually out of disappointed, too, Buchanan said. If newspapers as in previous years,
money."
UCF continues to require students to because the department lacked the
ment.
affected all colleges within the univerThis summer, one-third of the cour- take nine summer credit hours, a supplies to do so. ·" It could have
sity, primarily engineering and ses usually available during regular revised commitment to summer helped the students' careers by
business administration, Dr. John R. semesters will be offered, Buchanan courses must be made.'' .
Budget, page 10
Future news

}

Bolte, associate vice president of
Academic Affairs Tuesday, said.

Students' names to be called
at spring Commencement
by Donna Howell
Future news

Sailing
A student
caught some ·
waves in UCF's
reflecting pond
this week with
the sunny weath-.
er conditions
that prevailed.

•

Graduating seniors will be
recognized individually at commencement ceremonies despite proposals to cut it out of the program,
according to a university commencement committee spokesman.

''The committee decided individual recognition was too important to give up," he said. "The only
change I know of is that graduate
students will receive their degrees
before undergraduates.''

Vice president of Student Affairs
LeVester Tubbs said the committee
considered cutting out the reading
The committee had debated of individuals' names because last
whether to shorten the two- to three- year students left the ceremony
hour ceremony by not calling after their names were called. About
graduating seniors up to a platform one-third of the original parto receive diplomas, public affairs ticipants were- left at the end of tlie
ceremony, he· said. ·
director C. Barth Engert said.
Graduation excercises will be held
at·
8 a.m. April 29 between the
Various deans and administrative
Humanities
and Fine Arts and
staff comprise the committee. Its
purpose is to review commencement Education buildings at UCF.
procedure and make· recommenda- According to a university official,
tions to university President Trevor about 1,300 students are expected
to graduate this spring.
Colbourn.

Stude_n t proposes project to aid ex-convicts
by Mike West

when it was needed. Ex-convicts were media at UCF and is attempting to
allowed to stay at th~ house for up to start what he rans a "core group" in
UCF students may someday be able six months and didn't have to pay Orlando. He ~ said he wants to "get
to help criminaJs in their transition rent until they found a job.
them rolling'' in a year, before he
from jail to society, according to Rick
According to Sheafer, there were ·leaves for graduate school.
Sheafer, a UCF student interested in only three basic rules at Dismas
Sheafer said that establishing a
starting a prison project at the House: "NQ drinking, no sex and no . home in Orlando like Dismas House is
universjty.
drugs.'' The ex-offenders were also quite a few years down the road, but
While a student at Vanderbilt assigned chores to do around the added that other steps can be started
University in Nashville, Tenn., house and they always had to be there · to institute this kind of program.
Sheafer was involved in a program for supper, Sheafer said.
According tQ Sheafer, the first and
designed to help criminals adjust to
The primary: purpose of the Prison largest step in starting such a
free society.
·
Project Program is to keep ex-cons program is getting the support of
The prison project program set up a from slipping back into their old peer locals who have some weight in the
home called the Dismas House
groups, Sheafer said. It's the peer community.
where about eight or nine volunteer groups that get people in trouble the
"If I can get bankers, civic leaders
students lived with ex-offenders.
first time .and usually gets them in like the mayor, some local law firms,
The volunteers helped ex-convicts trouble again, he said.
clergy, and university professors to
find jobs and provided counseling
Sheafer is majoring in educational lend their nanies to the program, half
the battle .will be won,'' Sheafer said.
So. far, he said, the UCF Catholic
campus ministry has been very supportive by lending him office space, a
post office box, stationery and a
Eight out of the ten highest paid professors at UCF work in the Engineering phone to use to start his program.
and Computer Science colleges, according to the university's 1982- 83 budget.
"The har'Qest .people to get support
Dr. Amar Mukhopadhyay, computer science, is the highest paid professor at from are pris<>n officials-they're
$50,541. Two professors who ranked in the top ten in &alarles that were not always suspicious when someone
f:ro~ the engineering oi: computer science departments were Dr. Louis Boone
wants to -do something good for
Salaries, page 7 prisoners,'' he said
Contributing writer

High.est paid UCF pro~essors.

Next would be to form a committee '
which made specific plans for the
program, Sheafer said.
The first programs of the group
would involve visiting prisoners soon
to be released and finding pen pals for
inmates, he said.
Sheafer sai(.l students could volunteer but that some kind of screening
would have to be done. "Prison officials are very strict as to who they
let in to visit,'' Sheafer said.
Terry James, director of corrections
with the Orange County Sheriff's
Department, said that volunteer
programs are fine, but that exprisoners need an immediate place to
stay ·a nd a job more than counseling..
James commented that sometimes
volunteers become apathetic. "A lot
of people think they want to be involved but only a few really want to
work,'' he said.
James Said another problem with
students being involved is that they
graduate and move on, and the turnover has an adverse effect on the exconvicts in the program.
Prieon, pap 10
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Florida Power offering savings ·on bills

Career development seminar offered

If you are a homeowner and a Florida Power Corp. customer, you may be
eligible to receive a $3.50 to $17 monthly break on your electric bills. A
representative from the company will be on campus Monday through Friday to
explain an energy management program.
,
For those who sign up for the program, the company will install free radio
receivers on certain home appliances that interrupt power during peak demand
periods.
.
The.representative will be at the Student Center April 11 and 12, in the
EducationBuildinglobbyandAprill3andl4,intheAdministration
Building lobby April 15 from~ a.m. to 4 p.m.

Career Connection, a seminar to help communications-oriented people improve on the job and prepare for career development, will be held from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. April 23 at the Hilton Inn-Florida Center on 7400 International Drive.
Topics include resume writing, preparing for an interview, career investment
dressing and nutrition on the job.
.
,
Registration deadline is April 20. For further information, call Leslie
Brewington at 840-2386.

Peer advisers needed for '83-'84.
Applications for the 1983-84 Academic Peer Advisement team are available
in AD 145. Requirements include a 2.5 overall GPA, availability during the
summer semester for training, and interest in assisting faculty with the advisement of entering freshmen. For further information, Call Dr. Fisher, x·2811.

Honor society members asked to vote
All active members of UCF's national honor society, Phi Kappa Phi, are
. eligible to vote on proposed amendments to the chapter bylaws. Voting will be
on May 12 at 11 a.m. in the admissions conference room, AD 168. Members
may pick up a copy of the proposed amend,ments at AD 282.

.International club election to be held
Elections for the Association of International Students will be held on
Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the breezeway across from the snack bar.
Students wishing to write in candidates may do so on election day. If
necessary, runoff elections will be held the following WE • at the same place
and time.

. Sinkholes subject of slideshow
UCF geologist Frank Kujawa will present a program on sinkholes in Central
Florida on April 12.
Kujawa, who has studied the causes and effects of sinkholes for years, will
illustrate the program with diagrams and slides showing both recent and
historic collapses.
The one-hour program will be at 3:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Engineering
Auditorium Room 360. Everyone may attend.

Rides available for religious 'crusade
UCF's Baptist Campus Ministry is providing free rides to the Billy Graham
crusade at the Tangerine Bowl on Sunday at 3 p.m., and Monday through
Thursday at 6:15 p.m. Two v.ans will be parked at the circle by the old dorms .
.··

UCF sponsors study tour to Britain.

A summer study tour of England, Scotland and Wales will leave Orlando on
June 27 under the direction of Doctors Bill and Mary Esler.
Esler, a department chairman in UCF's College of Education, and his wife, a
teacher with Orange County schools, organized the tour as a cooperative effort
of UCF and Bulmershe College of Higher Education in Reading, located 35
miles southwest of London.
While at Bulmershe, the group will
attend lectures and seminai-s by the
college faculty and visit English
schools. There also will be day trips to
museums and historic sights in London
and the Thames Valley. Following
the first two weeks, the group will
board a bus for six days to tour
England, ~otland and Wales before
returning to the United States on
July 17 .
Thecostofthestudytouris$1,995 .
Tom Netsel/contrlbutlng photographer
per person, which cover~ all·charges
except tuition fees for two optional
courses to be taught by the Eslers.
UCF's International Student
Spaces are limited, and interested
Association provided Eastern ent.erpersons should contact Esler as soon
as possible at 275-2428 for additional
tainment at a dinner April 1.
information. Deadline on applications .
is April 28.
·
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Speaker talks of incest, molestation
by Frances Brady
Contrlbu11ng writer

..

.

.

•

Incest is one of the most significant, yet missed problems in today'.s
society, according to Katherine
Brady, an incest survivor. "We live
in a culture that says incest is a problem but we don't act upon that
threat,'' she said.
Brady, an author and lecturer on
incest and se~al abuse, spoke ~o
about 45 students in the Student
Center Auditorium Tuesday night.
According to social service agencies, one out of 10 families experiences incest. Brady said the
estimate is low. "We've been braking silence about incest for the past
five years but we've got a lot of work
to do," she said .
She cited a University of New
Hampshire professor as saying one
of five women and one out of 11 men
. is sexually victimized at home ..

"In New York City, one out of
three females before the age of 18 is
sexually molested at home," she
said. Brady added that they are
usually under 12 years of age. Brady
said incest h11s been,.a taboo subject
until recently; now people are
becoming more aware of it as a real
problem.
Brady was first victimized by her
father at age eight, when he began
fondling her. She said that at the
time she felt abandoned and
betrayed because her mother had
gone back to work. "I just wai:ited
comforting from my father," ~she
said.
Incest perpetrators "look for the
weakest link in the family, Brady
said, and she was a very passive
child. ''I was powerl~ss and hated to
make a fuss" abqut our relationship,
she said.
Intercourse between the two
began in.her early teens. · Her father

blamed her for this because as a
child, she came to him for comfort ·
and love. She said she had only
1Y2 years of "normal adolescence"
until her father cut her off from peer
groups and all normal social and
emotional development.
"He isolated me. He wanted me
for himself," Brady said.
Brady considers her incestual relationship "a form of p~ychological
rape," The psychological part was
the most injurious but the physical
damage really took its toll, she said.
"It took me 27 years to.get over it. I
don't consider myself a victim of
rape. I'm a survivor."
Brady wrote a book about her experiences titled "Father's Day." "I '
couldn't speak out against my
father so I began writing about it,"
she said. "It made it real when I
wrote it down," Brady added. The
book also served as a catharsis, she
s8.id. ·

~therine Brady

·

Participants from the audience
engaged in a sexual harassment exercise in which a female volunteer
played a victlm, and a male
volunteer played a perpetrator. Participants. said the exercise helped
Inces.t, page 16

Library building Oddition
to be.finished·by September
•

by Bruce Y orra

chitect and this office we are pretty
close to schedule," Waters said.

Future news

The expansion of the UCF library
is running close to schedule and
shQulQ be ~ompleted by the end of
September according to Construction Superintendent Jim Waters.
''Through efficiency and coordination between the contractor, arI

<.

Construction of the $7.5 million
expansion began in May of last year.
Completion of the entire project,
which· includes renovating the
library, is slated for June 1984. The
renovation of the library's current
facilities will take an additional 10
__ ~rary, page 10

Jello JI.imp Contest
•

--April·11

to benefit:

..

The Special Oymplcs

SC Green 12noon

Student
Talent
Showca$e
Apr .12

Dis·c ·Golf Tournament

8:00pm

University Dining Room
Regretfully, the Gong Show scheduled for Apr 8 at
Lk Claire was cancelled due to lack of participation.

Apr 16 &17 9ani
For more info: Call Kurt 275-4310 or Steve 282-4642

omecoming Logo
:.
Contest
Comedy Oriented Theme .

"Live From UCF'.'
Submit Entries by April 29
SC 215 - in sketch form

For more Info: 275-2611

--

Prizes: 2 free passes all Homecoming Activities

~ture..April 8, ·1983
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An artful mix
The UCF Puerto Rican & American
Club and the Student Art Society
exhibited · sculptures, paintings,
photographs and graphic designs in
the Spring Art Festival held on campus last week.

•

~-H.

MPIAN
Educational Center

There IS a difference!!!

Course

Class Starting

GRE
LSAT
GMAT

Apr14
Apr30
May1

Senate notebook

Four pieces of legislatiofl
passed·in quick session

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Coll for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

just over an hour.
Future news
Senators Sheri Harriman and Luci
Johnson co-introduced a · bill
UCF's student senate had a short, allocating $980 for members of the
but · productiv~ session March 31
UCF Marketmg Club to attend a
passing four pieces of legislation ~ conference in Chicago April 7 -10.
The money will be used for registra·
6
·
~ tion fees.
~
In discussion of the bill, the senate
~ praised the club for its many
~ charitable activities, and passed the
~ bill unanimously.
8
The senate passed a bill which
~ would allow sena'tors to keep their
~ senate notebooks. Sen. Monty Knox
~ argues that new notebooks must be
~ bought every year and that there
~ would be no harm in letting the
~ legislators keep their official senate
~ papers and notebooks.
g;i
Sen. Mary MacAi:thur introduced
~ a resolution calling for the installa~ tion of lights on walls next to the
.§: east and west stairways of the
a' Humanities and Fine Arts Building.
~ MacArthur pointed . .out that the
~- dark stairways are dangerous at
i night. The resolution. passed .
The senate also passed a bill, in·
si. troduced by Sen. Robert Burkett,
; that would allow the Activity and
~ Service Fee committee to be granted
~ additional time to complete the ASF
! budget. Senate Pro Tempore Dave
· Kiser called the action ''basically
necessary.'' The committee has until
.April 14 to finish its work.

678·8400

· Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities
Puerto Rico Toronto Conado & Lu ano Switzerland

/

•

by Roger Simmons
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Ann Ransom/Future

Last week the Future credited
Eileen Samelson with the above pie·
ture. The photo was actually t.aken by
Ann Ransom. The Future regrets the
error.
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To All who participated in
the recent SG Elections,
•

NK
YOU
•

Sincerely,
Bleen Samelson/Future

It's a kick
Two karat.e experts give a demonstration April 1 on campus to int.erest.ed
student.a.

Mark Geary

•

JOIN
the SEARCH
Today's technology may represent only a feeble glimpse into the possible.
That's why we· are probing the frontiers of science and technology with
basic and applied research at sophisticated levels.
These investigations are in high energy laser optics; infrared electrooptical systems and fiber optics; microprocessors and semiconductor
applications; semicustbm IC/hybrid circuits; energy conversion; materials
technology; fluid dynamics; CAD/CAM and robotics; industrial and military
systems analysis; scientific/commercial programming; instrument research;
... other areas:
Maybe you can help. So let's talk when we visit your campus.
Better yet, act now. Just write today to Mr. F. M. Marcin at the United
Technologies Research Center, Silver Lane, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

Every
Monday
New Wave·
RockNRoll

Op!!nings in Florida and Connecticut

m

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
RESEARCH
CENTER
An Equal Opportunity Employer

100 Minutes of $1.00 Heineken
Fr.om 9:00
For Information· Call 295-3751
NOT VALID FOR SPl!iCIAL EVENTS
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Friday

"--Tu~day
We now have
long neck
Buds.

-' All Imports 81.00

· W~esday
Michelob&
Michelob lite
85¢ Bottles

Thursday
·L adies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies ·8 -10
D-J & Dancing
'
'

Special DiScounts
· Day&~ite
. · 81.00 off any
Pitcher 8-11

Saturday.
Happy Hour 8-11
D-J&Dandng

*Speeiat:·Happy Hour
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports 81.00
M-F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273·4297

Sunday
'. AllDay&Nite
20¢ off all cans
· and bottles
50¢ off~ pitchers

· For more infe>rmation,
call Dot at the

FUTURE Buslne$s
office.

275-2865
V. ~d Saltsgaver, Attomey .
Personal Injury and.WrongfulDeat
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law

Initial consultation
available without charge
16 West Pine Street .
' Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342
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PROFESSIONAL RESUM~ DESIGN

from the marketing department and Dr. Bernard Ostle from mathematics and
statistics.
The university's budget is public information and is on reserve in the UCF
library.
All salarie~ are based on a 39 week pay period.

10 highest paid university professors
1982-'83

•

Interview skills -training to ensure hiring
Cover letters for professional acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing services Including term papers and theses
Career assessment testing, scoring and Interpretation
Role playing & video tape counseling to practice voice, posture
&body language
Job placement - tee paid and non-fee paid

·Llrlando
·
lE_.nsultants, inc.

1. Mukhopadhyay, Dr. Amar

•

Computer Sciences

$

NewCo~cept

~0,541

$ 46,341

3. Yousef, Dr. Yousef A.

Civil Engineering

$ 46,341

4. Hughes, Dr. Charles

Computer Sciences

$ 45,545

5. Towle, Dr. Herbert

Electrical Engineering

$ 43,991

6. Biegel, Dr. ~ohn

Industrial Engineering

$ 43,235

7. Gambrell, Dr. C. B.

Industrial Engineering

$ 43,235

Marketing

$ 42,492

9. Brooks, Dr. George

Industrial Engineering

$ 42,492

10. Ostle, Dr. Bernard

'Mathematics & Statistics

$ 42,492

8. Boone, Dr. Louis

-~

Salary

Department

Industrial Engineering

2.Doering,Dr.R.obert

•

/894-7726

.
.. ..2111 E. Michigan Ave., Suite 126, Orlando, Fl. 32806

Salary is figtired on a full-time basis, or 39 weeks. The information was gathered from UCF's 1982-83 · operating
· budget, on file at the Library.
Name

"An Investment In your future."

Now,Servlnl
Orders to go

Beer&Wine

Home Made
Soups

Spincah Salads
Chicken & Fish
Sandwiches

Drive 11tru
Window -

678-9527
Open Fri & Sat

T1eoS.ll•

.Til2am
443 N. Semoran Blvd.
Corner 436 and Aloma

Orlando calls
can be made
free from UCF
by Donna Howell
Future news

UCF stUdents .c an now make free
calls to Orlando from seven campus
phones formerly restrict.ed ~o oncampus use.
Orlando calls can be made from
the phones by dialing nine, then the
desired number. The phones are
located in the Library, Administration, Engineering, Chemistry, Student Union, Student Center and
Classroom buildings.
Phones were located also in the
Biological Sciences and Fbe Arts
buildings, but are damaged and
would cost $60 to $100 to rep~ir:
·The student senate. pays $18 a
month to maintain each phone, according to UCF., communications
coordinator Jeanne Kubiki.
Sen. Rob Rotter, a supporter of
the original senate bill to fund the
phones, said it would take "a term
or so" before students are aware
outside calls can be made. He added
that he would like to see. a survey
about a possible addition of -a campus WA TI'S line for long-distance
calls. This would aid dormitory
students who cannot make longdistance calls from room phones but
must use pay telephones instead,
Rotter said.

•

OUR.BOOK
CAN'T HELP YOUR
GRADES,
BUT IT CAN HELP YOU

STAY IN SCHO.OL.

Whi le you're rrying ttl make ir rhrnugh
school, rhe last thing you neeJ co worry ahuur i ·
how to pay rhe hil ls. o srop -wmrying anJ ger rhe
money you need wirh <i Flm iJ<i Fedc.:ra l Guaranreed
Stu denr Loan. We make more G uaranreeJ SruJc nr
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Righr nmv, we have uver $150,000,000 avail.1b le fm
srud enr luans. Su if yuu need money t\ir cullege m graduare
sc houl, chances are yuu ca n ge t ir frum Fh1rida FeJ c.: ral.
Eve n it y11ur fap1ily incume is $40,000 or mme, yuu nw y
qualify fm a G uarn nteed ' rude nt Lnan.
I nreresr r<ires are ll!werr han yuu mi ghr expecr. And yuu don' t
have ro srarr repayi ng un ti l six mtmrhs ;ifrer )"!lll b l\·e scl111t1l. If y11ur Fi nancia l Aid Office Jrn:sn'r have w pies nt mfr huok.
use rh c n111pun hclllw t!l ge r yn ur uwn . S!l y1n1can wmry ah1H1 r
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is_sues of. the day
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Change in priorities?
U.S. District Court Judge John Pratt told Florida and
five other states this week that they must clean up their
desegregation act or lose federal funds. The order raises
some interesting questions and some tough problem·s.
Florida was listed along with Arkansas, Georgia,
Oklahoma, Virginia and North Carolina as states who
have not integrat0d their university·systems fast enough.
All the states have had five-year integration plans since
1978 and, according to Pratt, the plans haven't worked.
Pratt issued an order to the Reagan administration· to
deny these states funding if they do not submit workable
plans for desegregation by June 30.
The ruling is a good one in that it recognizes a problem
that certainly exists. The black/white ratio of Florida's
. schools is shamefully low. It nowhere near approaches
the percentage of blacks living in the state. If one argues
that a lower percentage of blacks are capapble of attending
. .college, one oruy makes .an Bl'gument for desegregation.
It is society's obligation to educate its members. The '
low percentage of black college students proves we have
failed that obligation.
A problem arises, however, when you mention the cost
of desegregation and who will pay for it. Funds for education are tight in Florida right now. If new funds are to be
.directed toward desegregation, something else will have
to be cut.
In effect, we may have to lower the quality of our
educational system to allow for the induction of those
who were unlawfully denied th~ir rights in the past.
That is a hard pill to swallow, but .swallow it we must.

Watt now?
U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt has done it
again. Somehow, the man manages. to infuriate just about
everyone anytime he opens his mouth.
This time it was our nation's youth, the Viee President of
the United States and a key number of President Reagan's
personal staff.
Watt, whose dep~ment is in charge of planning the
Fourth of July concert on the mall at the capitol, · was .
quoted last week as saying groups like.the Beach Boys and
the Grass Roots attracted "the wrong element" of° listeners.
Pot smokers and the like.
Watt didn't mention the bands by name, but the im·
plication was clear enough to insult B~ch Boy fans George
Bush and Michael Deaver when he announced that
"family" entertainer Wayne ·Newton will be featured ·this
year.
Watt is a powerful man. He has the power to insult the intelligence of an entire nation.
Michael E. Griffin Editor in Chief

Individualism is rather like innocence; there must be
something unconscious about it.
Louis Kron~nberger
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Letter Policy . I T6 60 N1t( ot1l\eM 10 iNllZot>JC( u.s
Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5p.m. on the M<;>nday before
publication. Letters must be
typed, double spaced on a
60-spaced line and should
not be more than 250 w.ords
in length. All letters must be
signed with the author's
phone number_ to be con_sidered for publication.
Under
certain
circumstances, writers' naines
will be witheld upon request:
All letters are · subject · to
editing.
·
Some letters may be
designated. as guest
editorials at the ·editor 's
. discretion, with the permission of the writer. All submitted material becomes the
copyrighted property of the
Future newspaper.
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Guest editorial

Senate should revise statutes to protect electiol) credibility
The election of ·Sen. Mark
Geary as UCF' s next stu·
, dent body president capped .
off what had been one of the·
cleanest elections in Student
Government history. But
the election was not without
its mishaps.
After receiving a complaint about vote influencing taking place at the
Brevard area campus, Elections Commissioner Richard
Stocking and I were stunned
to find the allegations were

true.
After witnessing a
Brevard SG A official direct
numerous students to cam·
paign literature before they
were allowed to vote, and
after I personally was told ·
who to vote for after posing
a very vague question to a
poll worker, it was obvious
that some major revisions in
the SG election statutes hav~
to be made.
At a meeting of the election commission, members
could not decide what action _
should be taken at Brevard
because statutes covering
voting at area campuses are

too vague.
Although the Brevard incident occurred without affecting the outcome of the
election, something needs to
be done ·now to clarify and
change statutes be.fore
another election is held.

turnout tha.n about having a
true democratic election. No
matter what some students
may say, when a poll worker
direct~ you to campaign
literature which shows only
one side of an issue,. your
vote ha~ been influenced.

The student senate should
amend present election
statutes ·to require that
members of ·the League of
Women Voters supervise aii
elections on all UCF cam.puses, as they did on the
main .campus and ~t the
South Orlando Center.

· The student senate should
also cl~ify the statutes
regarding the actual voting
process on area campuses.
Specific guidelines must be
given regarding the placement and location of campaign literatur~ and what action should be taken when
vote influencing occurs.

This appears to be the on·
ly way to ensure that an impartial, non-biased group
will provide a proper atmosphere - where voting can
take place.

If
UCF's
.student
legislators fail to implement
these changes in the election
statutes, then surely questions and allegations will
continue to plague UCF elec·
This would also stop the
tions-not to mention the
influencing of voters by
fact that these corrupt votes
over-zealous SG A officials ' may place a candidate into
who are more concerned
an office for which he was
about voter awareness and
not democratically elected.

Roger Simmons is the Future's Student .Government .
reporter.
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Editor:
As a Junior at UCF, I am
well aware of how rough a·
college schedule can be.
Classes,
homework,
deadlines and work all combine to make life very difficult for me and p_robably
many others.

in light of all this confusion,
I would like to take this opportunity to personally express my thanks to you and
all of the staff of the Future
who, I'm sure, dedicate a lot
of their time and effort in
publishing the weekly
issues.
Also, I would like to let
With all of this pressure, I
you know how humorous
can understand how hard it
and entertaining I thought
is for many people to have
last week's issue of the
an optimistic outlook on life.
Futile was. In light of a long
Budget cuts, increasing tuisemester an~ a very short
tion and an administrative - spring break, I see it as a
bureaucracy always seem to
humorous tool whlch the
stand in the way of a
staff of t he Future used very
pleasurable college life. So,
well to help - break the

monotony ot everyday college life.
I realize a utopirui situation is virtually impossible
in today's society; however,
I feel that if we notice ·the
small, enjoyable things such
as this, rather than finding
faults 'in life, our world
would be a much better
place.
Once again, I express my
thanks to the editor and the
entire staff of the paper for
their consistently fine work.
This university truly has a
newspaper it can be proud
of.
Craig Parks
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University of Delaware Black Student Union brings .students together
National On-Campus Report
Special to the Future

students and 250 white
students danced to funk, pop
and disco music, socializing in
a relaxed atmosphere. in
which both groups felt comfortable. Its creator, Kelvin
Glymph, thinks the d~sco
helped break down social
barriers between the racial
groups.
Glymph, president of the
Black Student Union at
Delaware, frequently heard

Like their peers on many
other campuses, University
of Delaware students practiced a kind of voluntary
segregation. Whites and
blacks weren't unfriendly, but
they usually socialized within
their own groups.
That is, until recently.
At the first Ebony and
Ivory Disco, about 150 black

•

More letters
Vietnamese deserver~
Editor:
The Vietnamese student
community at UCF is enraged by the letter written by
Pancho Ramos Guerrero
(Not all Vietnamese students
deserve American education,
Future Feb. 25.)
Even though he specificaily mentioned Hung . The
Nguyen in his letter, he also
offended the Vietnamese
community at UCF as well
as millions of Vietnamese
refugees all over the world.
The Vietnamese refugees
sacrificed and left their
beloved
country
by
primitive means to avoid
Communism from the very
moment the Communists
took power. They disregarded all dangers and their lives
in exchange for freedom. On
their way, millions perished
silently in the deep sea. . .
'

. This exodus by sea suprised the world. The United
States and other free countries came to help resettle
these refugees. We ·Vietnamese are deeply thankful
to the people and governments of these benevolent
countries.
The Vietnamese American
Student Association wel~omes
Guerero to our organization
for a discussion to p:romote a
discussion to promote a
more comprehensive and accurate understanding of
the Vietnamese people, a
kind and hospitable people
with a culture of 4,000 years
and a long history of struggle for independence and
freedom.
Tan Van Le
President
VASA

from white students who said
they wanted to attend regular
BSU dances but felt too uncomfortable. Glymph decided
t.o bring white student groups
in as co-sponsors of a dance,
choosing the Theta Chi
fraternity, the Alpha Chi
Omega sorority and the
Housing and Residence Life

listing its name and the event
at the top and the other three
co-sponsors at the bottom.
The BSU line up the entertainment, including a disc
jockey and a musical group it
had hired in the past, but adding more pop-type music to
the evening.

office~

PriQr to the dance, the
sponsoring groups socialized
at a typical two-keg fraternity

Each spon~oring group
produced its own fliers,

mixer. That helped break
down some barriers before the
dance started, Glymph said.
He was pleased by ooth the
attendance and the atmosphere of the dance. "I
think white students will feel
more comfortable attending
BSU events in the future," he
says. And the response will
probably dictate another
jointly sponsored dance as

well.

Spanky

by Carl McKnight l~~CoLD:BWl-M\D

S,
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E ditor:
My special thanks to Bill
Brown, dean of students, for
his prompt action in removing what I, and I'm sure
others, thought was pornographic material from the
Student Center Green
March 30.
I realize that in many
cases there exists a fine line
between pornography and
art, but I believe that to
laminate an enlarged

,...

. THE HAIR SHOP
· Precision Style Cµt $7.00

Playboy centerfold onto a
piece of cypress wood back-·
ing is .stretching the definition of art a little too far.
I could argue on the
grounds that this material
was in plain view of many
high school students and
children that are frequently
seen visiting our campus.
And I could also argue that
such material is no longer
·accessible on our library
shelves. But · what it boils

down t o is the fact that I
was offended by what I saw
not only for myself, but also
for my girlfriend and all the
other girls on campus who
had to be exposed to such
"art."
I hope that by speaking up
now, stricter guidelines will
be set in the future as to
what is viewed as proper and
decent for all.
Roger Barnes

ElECT!(ONIC/COMPflTER ENGINEERS

I

Full Service Salon

Wq,lk -Ins Welcome
lOS09 E . Colonia l Dr:
(Wi n n Di xie Ce nte r)
UNION PARK

"

282-1.700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

...

WATTS!

-!- . )l/
10000001

~:aµ

SPENT LONG HOURS STU°DYING TO GET
·vouR DEGREE, . BUT NOW YOU'RE P.UZZLED
- ;·>_ABOUT WHERE YOU .CAN GO TO BEST
·:···:
USE THOSE SKILLS.

• Delmonico
Steak
• Scungilli
Fradiavolo
* Chicken
Cacciatore

Cooked
To
Order

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER
oHeT.s

a civil service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robins ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-=- ao0-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write to: OPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgla 31098

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTICS CENTER
ROBINS ~.F.B., GEORGIA 31098
U.S CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED - AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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1ibrary-------------frompage3 · Epileptic student injured during seizure
months, Waters said.
· department. That portion of the pro"The expansion program now ject will be completed next month.
underway will take us 10to15 _years
Materials will be shuffled around
before we fill up again,'' Library between the old and new buildings
Director Lynn Walker said.
until the construction and renova"We were only seating 5 percent tion is finished.
of the 14,000 ~tudents enrolled at
State funds have paid for the
the university · and the expansion entire project, Walker said.

will~~~~~~~··~

A UCF student is being treated for minor skull fractures after injuring himself during an epileptic seizure in front of the Education Building Monday..
Rayinond Steadman, a 39-year-old interdisciplinary studies major, was aided
by paramedics and later transported t.o Florida Hospital in Orlando.
Dr. Chester Thompson, Stead.men's physician, said that Steadman's right
eye is swollen shut as a result of the fractures, and that Steadman will be
hospitalized for anot~er week after surgery Thursday. ,

complaints about the nQise, walker
said "most people have been very
~ The library has · abou.t 450,000 understanding."
volumes of information while the
Waters said.the new library "will
• new building will bring that total up be a heck of a good looking building.
to around 500,000 and still allow for Plans call for the addition to blend
future expansion, Walker said.
in with the old."
·
The basement in the current faciliAccording to Waters, other new
ty is also undergoing a major facelift projects include phase two construcand will house the RTV television tion of the athletic complex and a
studies, WUCF-FM, photography · new Engineering Building which is in
equipment and the· audio vis~al the design stages. ,
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.• Amateur and Profeulonal finishing available
·lab on premises
• ftlm pt:00e11lng as fast as you need It
·camera repairs
.
·full llne of photographic dlsplay products: mats, frames, print
• proteulonal print dlsplay preparation: mounting, texturlzlng,
spraying
.
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Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida

rewards than money." He said, "You
get self-satisfaction from this; it's a ·
good positive stroke for yourself t.o do
something good for someone.''
James said that he would be happy
oo see any program that helped inniates but he sometimes "wonders if

Sheafer said the project.was worthwile and needed. He said he plans
t.o visit .Vanderbilt next month to get
papers that detail the planning and
orgaruzmg of their program,
established eight years ago.
- Although no one involved in this

VISA

677-5558

Prison--------------frompagel

kind of program would be paid,
Sheafer said there were "greater

I
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said.

Oper]

Mon-~_t

10%student
Discount

10am-6pm
7436 University Blvd.
UnlversltY Sq. Shopping Center
Or!ando, Florida 32807
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:s~ar~e~w
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Budget--frompagel
providing published clippings of their
work," O'Keefe said.
.
"Durin~ the last year, I've spent
maybe $15 oo $20 on p~otocopies,
bought some of my own envelopes
and I don't know how much I've
spent on stamps,'' he said.
The department "has no money
available for supplies, formal pur.chase orders, even long distance
- phone calls,'' Buchanan said.
The university's budget "depends
so·much on the economy, because the
state funds are derived from Florida's
sales tax," Buchanan said. "Basically,
I think we need to re-evaluate funding
for education altogether, because the
sales tax revenues are not predictable
en~gh a basis for educatio~."
Engineering Dean Robert Kersten .
said that the budget for faculty
salaries have been hit hard in the
engineering and business colleges.
Though several faculty positions are
open due to these departments'
growth, Kersten said the positions
have remained unfilled because of the
budget cuts.
"Other areas affected by the cuts
are lab supplies and compqter time,"
Kersten added. He said that several
engineering sections were being canceled for summer terms.
Associate Dean of Business Administration Edward Moses said that
the college of business has had oo
pare its expense budget-items such
as travel, supplies and photocopies.
According to a memorandum dated
Oct. 11, 1982 from Florida's Office of
Planning and Budgeting Director
John T .. Herndon, "For the third
straight IJlOnth we have experienced a
significant shortfall in revenue collections ...Thus far this fiscal year we
have absorbed losses of $13.9 million
in July, $23.1 million in August and
$23.1 million in September for a t.otal
loss of $60.1 million.''
According to the Office of Planning
and Budgeting's agency guidelines,
the 2.49 percent reduction "must be
from General Revenue and must be of
a recumng nature. That is, the reduction will probably be continued
through 1983 to 1984 and beyond''

Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
We Put You Through·The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.
It takes more than 16
that most of the men
months of intensive
who operate the
training to become a
reactors in private
fully qualified officer in
industry started in the
the Nuclear Navy. You
Nuclear Navy.) ·
begin with four months
It takes more time·
of leadership training.
and more effort to
Then as a Navy officer
become an officer in the
you get a full year of
Nucle~r Navy. But the
graduate-level training
rewards are greater, too.
unavailable anywhere else a any pnce.
The rewards can begin as early as
Navy training is based on more than your junior year in college. Qualify, and
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
the Navy will pay you approximately
now the Navy operates over half the
$1000/month while you finish school.
nuclear reactors in America. And the .
After four years, with regular
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
promotions and salary increases, you can
sophisticated in the world. That's why
be earning as much as $40,500. -That's on
your Navy training is and must be the
top of a benefits package that includes
most sophisticated in the world.
medical and dental care, and 30 days'
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,
vacation earned every year. More
you have decision-making authority
responsibility, more money, more future.
immediately. You get important manageSo, if you're majoring in math,
ment responsibility
engineering or the
fast. Because in the
physical sciences, and
Navy, as your knowl- _,.
you want to know-more
edge grows, so,does
about a future in
your responsibility.
nuclear power, fill in
Your training and
the coupon.
experience place you
Today's Nuclear
among the country's
Navy is an opportunity
Age
tCollege/University._ _ __
most qualified profes- I :j:Year
like
no other in the
in College
+GPA
sionals. (No surprise
world.
I •Major/Minor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Phone

Number°7A":'.'.~:r:-:-----n~=-,...-.,..-;-;-1Area Codcl
BP.st Time to Call

Navy Officers ~t ResponsibiliqFast.
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Pagell

University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)

. 8ss~o881
Time wise • SOC is closer.
to students in yellow area
than .the main campus is!
Consider ~raffic, 1-4,
EfW Expressway, di$tance...
e.g. save 10 minutes
from Altamente Sp~ngs

(59C)

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph.855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
-On South U.S. 441 .
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

.

.

· TAKE ADV ANT AGE OF THE REDUCED SUMMER TUITION FEES
*To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855·
0881) - 10-5 any day. You then register for Main Campus Courses at your scheduled appointment time by going to the Problem Table.
..IC=:!)C"'IC'"=~-11c;.=~"'llCr=::::>4..rtc
.. =::::>c
..

REG
KEY

SUMMER

.

19&a~tc:=.~:IC
.. =:::>tw:ICi11-=~-:1e
.. =~w11e
.. =::=ic"'

SEM
PFX

NO

SEC

HRS

COURSE TITLE .
May9

1092 MAC 1104

3

51

DAY

TIME

-A -Ju-ne 1_7 ·
M~T-W·R

College Algebra

6-8 pm

June 20 • B· July 29

2029

STA

2014

3

51

Prlnclples of Statistics
May9

3118 MAR ·3023

51

3.

-C. J~ly29

Marketing

T·R 6-9

REGISTER NOW .BY PHONE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

.

AND

M·T·W·R 6·8 pm

GRADUATE ENGINEERING

pm

855-0881
.

CLASSES ALSO AVAILABLE AT

soc

COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: .We have a Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main .
cam s. UCF students located in SOC' s service area are encouraged to use this equipment. .
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For the First Time:

SG Cabinet Position
Interviews.
Call 275-2191
Pick up applications at SC Room 205

Mark Geary wants creative,
dynamic peQple with le~d
ershiP skills to apply now.
Take the ~pportu~ity.

DISC GOLF TOURNAMENT DISC GOLF TOURNAMENT DISC GOLF TOURNAMENT
Sponsored by:

UCF Ultimate Frisbee Team
•

Saturday &Sunday, April 16 & 1.7, 9a.m.
Pizza Time Theatre, Inc.
1997 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32792

Stars Hall .-. -. ·
of Fame__ - .- t:·· :

AMF VOIT DISC
Proceeds to Benefit:

,,. , .

~

Orange County

.

r

~ - _- - :
- Special Olympics_
ae .c. -· ·-" .- · .
WDIZ
1-- 0
,. Eighteen poles of flying discs teeing off at the Kiosk take you across the

Chi Chi's
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greens of the UCF campus. The four thousand foot course takes you through
grasslands, hills and water hazards. But the challenge is worth the free
refreshments and prizes at the nineteenth hole.
Come out and enjoy two days of disc golf, frisbee games and free refreshments. Over 200 T-Shirts and baseball caps to be given away. A total of
$1200 in door prizes and victory prizes. Admission fee is five dollars.
.M en and womens divisions. Spectators are welcome to come and enjoy In
the fun and prizes~ For more information call Kurt at 275-4310 or Steve at ·
282-4642.
Early registration party on Wednesday April 13 at the Kiosk. Free suds
donated by CARRIE NATION'S on Wednesday.
Retum to UCF P .0. Box 26888. Enclose $ 5.
:
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From classroom to ba·r_
room
Artizan keeps it heavy
by Larry Thompson
Ehtertolnment editor

Propped against the front of Pet.e
Weller's massive drum set are two
large rocks. If these symbols are not a
hint of the musical style of Artizan,
then Richey Vincente's piercing
guitar and Dan Yeaple's pounding
bass should get the message across.
Unlike a number of local bands
trying to break into the club circuit by
playing weeks at a time on the road,
the members ·of Artizan are taking a
.somewhat different approach.
They only play on weekends. They
have to. They're all students. _
"We all really want to get our
education," Weller said. ."But if opportunity knocks, we'll take it.''
Weller, an art major at UCF, is
·aware of the limitations ·but is confident the trio ·will succeed. "We're
keeping up with the technology," he

said. "Our main influence is from
British art-rock. 11
Weller said the band tries to play
music by name bands, but it's "the
FM side of groups that nobody's ever
heard.'~- ..
Still, the· band has plans to expand
its sound and devot.e more time to ·
writing. "Our main goal is originals,"
Weller said.
Yeaple, a . UCF transfer student
from Auburndale, said the band cowrit.es all the ~ongs. They rehearse in
Weller's garage studio and "we just
throw it all together," he said.
Vincent.e, a student at Seminole
Community College, writes on
acoustic guitar, a holdover from his
classical roots. "That's why I like artrock bands," he said, "they're all
classically trained.''
The band plans to spend the summer traveling up the east coast. They

Artizan (l to. r): Richey Vincente, Pete Weller and Dan Yeaple.
also play regularly in Tampa and
Although the band ha~ been
Clearwat.er, trying to establish them- t.ogether for only about six monthS,
selves. ''The gener8.I consensus is_you they are surprisingly tight onstage.
have to be from out of town," Weller Artizan is a det.ermined band but
said.
they've got.a long way tO go. As Vin·Artizan will be appearing in Wint.er cente observed, ''Anybody can be
Park at the Park Avenue Pub, April popular, but not everybody can be
8-9.
·
famous."

'The envelope, please!'
A critic's preview of
UCF

~acuity

by Wayne Starr

Trio

jazzes up forum
by Norma G0ethe
Contributing writer

The forum recital Marc.h 31, in the
Music Rehearsal Hall. was an indication that jazz is alive and well on
campus_. In an electrifying - 45
minutes, the UCF Facwty Jazz Trio
entertained the audience with high
voltage feats of technical panache.
Moving from mellow, sensuous
melodies to imaginative improVisations, John Whitney (piano); Lee
Eubanks (bass) and Robert Petta
(drums) defined jazz in rousing renditions of '~ I Should Care," "The Second Time Around" and "Witchcraft."
Whitney assaulted the piano with
fists, forearms and glissandos in a
virtuoso performance. His body
histrionics helped form an emotional
rapport with the listeners, who nodded and swayed in rhythm.
Most of the arrangements incorporated fragments of other tunes, as
in "The Second Time Around,"
which included a few bars of
"Dinah" and "Marie."
"Song," written ~y Calvin Custer,
resident conductor of the Syracuse
Symphony Orchestra, fused a lyrical
quality and a Latin beat, with in·
terludes of "Honeysuckle Rose"
thrown in for good measure.
The classic, ''On Green Dolphin
$treet, " featured the rhythm section, with Petta's energetic drum
solo reminiscent of the ·big band
style.
This performance was more than a
jazz recital, it was a celebration; as
exhilirating as the trio's encore,
D uke Ellington ' s memorable,
"Satin Doll."

Future staff

Technically, the Academy Awards
show isn't a mini-series. After all,
it's only on for one night. But in
terms of sheer monotony, it makes
"The Winds of W~" seem
a
30-second Shasta commercial~ The
master of cermonies will of course be
one of America's all-time great film
stars (?), Johnny Carson.
Awards are given annually in 427
catego:i:ies, ranging from "Best
Foreign Language Film in Subtitles
Directed by a Guy Who used to
Date Sally Field's Sister," to "Best
Short Documentary Featuring
Maintenance Men." ·
·
Several dozen "special recognition'' awards will also be presented
Monday night, including one from
the U.S. Government to Steven
Spielberg for being the first person
ever ·to single-handedly account for
half the Gross National Product.
There are only six categories.that
anybody really cares about. Two of
those are best supporting actor and
actress, a category for peop:e who
don' t want the blame for a rotten

like

th~

Oscars ·

film, so they shouldn't get any
credit for a good one, either.
Which leaves us the Big
Four-best picture, best actor, best
actress, and best song.
Best Song: The nominees include a
tune called "H9w Do You Keep the Music Playing," a forgettable song
from "Best ·Friends;" "If We Were
in Love," which might have been
good, but since it was in "Yes,
Giorgio" no one ever heard it; "Up
Where We Belong," a ni.ce duet by
Jennifer Warnes and Joe Cocker;
and ' the ~er, Survivor;s buttkicking "Eye of the Tiger," theme of
"Rocky III."
Best Actress: Debra Winger ("An
Officer and a Gentleman'')-her role
hot big enough; Julie Andrews
("Victor/Victoria") and Sissy
Spacek ("Missing")-no, both have
won before and these were merely
good, not exceptional performances.
Which leaves two great performances from Jessica Lange, as the
demented Frances Fa:r,-mer, ·and
Meryl Streep, the Polish "Sophie."
The Academy likes Streep. Mayb~
nex year, Jess.
Best _ Actor: Paul Newman (·"The

Verdict ")-good performance, lousy
movie; Peter O'Toole ("My Favorite
Year")-lousy performance, worse
movie;
Jack
Lemmon_
("Missing").:_not so special. Down
to two. One a short, little bald guy
who looks like Mahatma Ghandi and
one who wants to be "Tootsie, 11 but
looks more like Indira. Hoffman won
just three years ago for "Kramer vs.
Kramer." Ben Kingsley is a
Hollywood newcomer. Go with the
newcomer.
Best Picture: Forget both ''The Ver- '
diet," and "Missing"-the former
too boring and the late~ too political
(remember "Reds" last year?).
"E.T:"-granted, everybody in this
world, - and probably most
~verybody from several
other
worlds, saw this picture-at least
twice. But the Academy is rather
stuffy about who gets its' Oscars. It
prefers the so-called - "important"
films-which is why sci-fi
blockbusters like "Stars Wars,"
"Close Encounters of the Third
Kind" and "E.T." will never win.
Come to think of it, that's also why
"Tootsie" wo!l't win.
Go get' em, Mahatma.

The new Joe Jackson
syrup and mush, it's fine wine and
souffles.
· Jackson's show at the Bob Carr
When Joe Jackson came to Auditorium March 30 disappointed
America in 1979, he was thrown into no one; no matter which Joe Jackson
the same category as all those other 1 they came to see-.the tough kid of
British "punks." His quick-witted "Look Sharp," the hustler of "I'm
pop songs may have placed him a the Man," the "swing'.' man of
step above the "real" punks, critics "Jumpin' Jive" or .t he latest incar- ·
agreed, but he was still a step below . nation, a piano-bar _ craftsman of
fellow Englishman Elvis Costello. sweet mood music.
The critics reasoned, "If we ignore
Along with his superbly talented
him, he'll just kill himself like all band, Jackson was all of these and
good little punks.'' .
· more, including frontman for the
Luckily, critics aren't infallible. most clriving R & B band around,
Four years later, Joe Jackson is still who surprised . the crowd with a
very much around, and he's about as Motown medley encore.
Throughout the show, the band efpunkish as Barry Manilow. In fact,
J ackson ~ght become the new king
·
of mellow pop. But his music isn 't
Jackson, page 14 Joe Jackson by Wayne Star_r
Future staH
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The fan and rise

Spring

/

by Bob Jaxson
Adventure editor

Steve and Connie were making'
love when the tornado hit. I was
watching "Conan the Barbarian" on
TV in the den.
Arnold Schwarzenegger had just
chopped off James Earl Jones' head
when the lights went out. The churning funnel cloud passed at a safe
distance, leaving the roof, the
refrigerator and me intact.
Steve and Connie survived too.
Amid the rumbling, they thought
they had reached some utopian
ecstasy, never realizing that a
meteorological malestrom had nearly
snuffed all our candles out.
The house is surrounded by pine
trees in a small mountain community. -F ortunately, the 35-foot tree by
the garage did not fall on my car.
· Unfortunately, it fell on Steve's new
Audi.
I decided to leave. Steve was crying, the insurance adjuster was
laughing and Connie was passed out
by a broken planter.
· This horrific flashback of events
from two days earlier helped ease
my shock as I sat in the back seat of
a police car on a Maj or Florida

of vacation bliss

Beach.
telling how much corrosion the trusTwo days of high-speed driving ty '73 Bluesmobile had suffered
had left me on the fringe of delirium. from the salt spray.
In such a state, I had forgotten that
The only casualty of the trip was
the peaceful ocean haven I sought an aging box turtle. I ts racing days
would be infested by thousands of ended when it tried to outnin me on
escapees from the North. Spring a sharp curve. The impact of the rear
break caught me by surprise.
wheel was quick and crunchy.
The helmeted officer, who looked
Several good hours remained in
like a sturgeon and talked like Mar- the afternoon sun as I pulled into
tin Landau, was writing out the the pock-marked parking lot at Lake ·
ticket in the front seat. He began to Claire. The wind was blowing.
ask me questions.
Pulling one last warm beet from
But I was not functional. Outside under the seat, I stopped the
Through the miracle of modern rethe car, writhing student bodies lay Bluesmobile and walked toward the
recording techniques, the classic Beatles'
on the naked hot sand. I could only trees.
.
movie, "A Hard Days Night," has been re·
respond by reading the T-shirts,
Two bearded locals were exacting released In Dolby stereo. To celebrate the
banners and advertisements I saw.
great -skill keeping a tattered nylon return of this classic film, the Future and
"What's your name?"
kite aloft. The pine trees formed a 21st Century Theatre wont to give you two
"Dr. Pepper," I answered, as a pointed barrier as the thin string free posses to the Aprll 15 showing.
Just correctly answer the 10 simple ques·
vendor walked by.
stretched for miles into the sky, the
tlons below and bring them to the Future
"Your address?"
kite dipping perilously close to the office on Libra Drive. All entries will be
A surfer in a white and orange treetops.
J4dged at noon, Aprll 14. If more than one
sweatshirt shuffled by. "East TenBy the lake, _ swimmers were correct entry Is submltfed, a drawing will
nessee State," I mumbled.
splashing. A 'small child stood in an be held to determine the winner. The win·
"Mr. Jaxson, are you aware that ant hill. A picknicker raµ out of ner of the two passes to 21st Century
Theatre- wlll be notified by phone. All condrinking alcohol is not allowed on lighter fluid. A frisbee thrower step- testants should Include their name, UCF
this beach?" His voice was beginn- ped on a snake.
class standing and phone number.
ing to sound like Boris Karloff.
It felt good to be back home .. The Ready? ~gin.
"Head for the mountains! Hobie serenity of nature soon replaced the
cat!" I was on a roll. "Go Hawaiian! trauma of spring break. No tor- 1. On Morch 31, 1964, the Beatles became
the first group In music history to hove five
Think snow!"
nadoes, no sunburn, no more beer.
songs In the Biiiboard Top Five.
The officer ga.ve me the ticket and
At least "Conan the Sarbarian"- Name three of them.
told me to leave town. I complied.
was on again that night. But
The drive to east Orlando was dif- ~omehow, the ending was not quite 2. What Is Ringo Starr's real name?
ficult. The car was full of sand. No the same.

The Beatles:
A trlvia contest

3. In 1969, John Lennon changed his middle name to Ono. What was It before that?
4. Who was-the first Beatles' drummer? (He
was fired In 1962.)
5. What was ·the first solo album released
by o Beatie?
6. Who was the youngest Beatie?
7.What movie did'John Lennon film In 1966?
8. What was the first Beatles' song to '
feature the sitar?
9. What was the last album the Beatles
recorded together?
10. Who was the Beatles' first manager?

·J ackson-- from page 13
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fortlessly switched back and forth
from the -hard-driving ''On Your
Radio," "Sunday Papers" and "One
More Time" to the low-key beauty
of "Another World," "Breaking Us
in Two" and "Cancer." These were
not mere carbon copies of the recorded versions·; "Fools in Love" was
slowed down, while "Steppin' Out"
·was funked up.
Jackson showed. how vibrant his
otherwise ordiiiary voice really is.
On his new composition, "Real
Men," he sang, "If there's war between the sexes then there will be no
people left,'' in Joe Cocker's gravelly
style. ''A Slow Song,'' a ballad, and
"TV Age," which Jackson called a
song about "Aliens taking over the
world through mass hypnosis using
MTV," were all great, but the
highlight was an a cappella version
of his first hit "Is She Really ·Going
Out with Him." The audience gave
Jackson a standing ovation.
Some accuse Joe Jackson of being
arrogant. When a small group persistently screamed out SQng titles,
he snapped, "We don't play requests. This is my band. We play
what I want."
Such an attitude may be offensive
when delivered by an everday sleaze
band, but with music this good and
talent this . impressive, tiny
character flaws are easily overlooked.

•
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Coming Attractions ...

Center. Admission is $2.

In Concert ·

tist and Educator,'' a collection
of recent works by Blackney and
his students. The exhibition continues through May 5 at the
west campus, 1800 S. Kirkman
Road.

· eHeeere's Doc! "Tonight" show
trumpeter Doc Severinsen will
appear in concert at the LakeSumter Community College
gym, April 10, at 4 p.m. Tickets
are $10 and are available at the
college bookstore in Leesburg.

Muslcal Notes
The UCF String Quartet and the
UCF Woodwind Quintet will
present the season finale of the
UCF Friends of Music recitals at
the Loch Haven Art Center,
April 11, at 8 p.m. The combined.
groups will perform the music of
Schubert, Schmidt, Hayden and
Milhaud. Joining the quintet for
special works will be: Roy
Pickering, trombone; William
Schwab, s94ophone; and Eric
Lesko, guitar. There will be a $3
donatjon at the door to benefit
the UCF music scholarship fund.

•

VCC Art
The West Campus Gallery at
Valencia Community College
presents "Richard Blackney: Ar·

_
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Got Problems with:
·L andlords
Insurance
Contracts

Student Government seeks to provide
students at the University of Central
Florida with legal services in matt.ere affec·
ting .their welfare as students. Services provided include landlord-t:enant, con·
sumer, and discrimination problems. Also
noncriminal traffic cases, divorce, wills and
· name change transactions.
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Joust
~
PacMan Plus ~
Time Pilot
Dig Dug . ~
Kangaroo ~
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677 - 4430 .
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3-D Subroc
Super Pacman
Stargate
Ms. Pacman
Centipede
Scramble
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•Lucky 17: Rock SuperbowlXVII will feature Journey,
Aerosmith, Sammy Hagar and
Bryan Adams, appearing April
23 at 3 p.m. in the T·Bowl.
Tickets-are $15.75 and are on
sale now at the usual Centroplex
outlets.

LEGAL SERVICES

''A political epic, compassionate
and as bitterly funny as a cartoon," is how critic Vincent Canby described Polish director. An·
drzej Wajda's film, '~Man of
Marble." The film will be ·
presented April 8 and 9 at 8
p.m. in the Loch Haven Art

II PoleGames
Positions
~

1

Imported Clnemc;i

.G ame Street u•S •A • "

~
~
~

•Fluted: Jazz flutist Tim
Weisberg, with. special guest
Larry Coryell, will be i~ concert,

April 15, at 8 p.m. in the Bob
Carr Performing Arts Centre.
Reserved seat tickets are $12.50
and $10.50 and are available at
the usual outlets.

/
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lncest---1nnpegea
them realize the importance of supporting incest victims after they
were put in the role.
"Today's society dumps on victims; consequently, they're afraid to
speak out. Many people believe that
sexual abuse is the woman's fault,"
she said. For example, some people
think a woman's clothing con. tributes to sexual harassment.

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10, 000 career-oriented job, do you know
what's stopping you from getting the American Express' Card?
You guessed it.
·
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even gocxl for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that's important. Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things
like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is .recognized and welcomed
worldwide, so are you.
'
So call for a Special Student Application
or look for one at your college bookstore or on
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it:-

. Call today for an application:
800-528-8000..

"My challenge tonight is what are
you going to do for and about abused children?" Brady said.
''Awareness is most important. I
ultimately decided I didn't have to
be a victim anymore," Brady said.
"We've all got to work together" to
eliminate sexual abuse.
Recently the Katherine Brady
Foundation, a non-profit organization, was etablished to support incest victims nationwide. _

Need Money?
We Got It!
The Future newspaper is
recruiting
sales
represen ta ti ves and
production personnel.
Existing accounts are
available, offering great
commissions. Call Dot
at x-2~85 or stop by the
Future Business office.
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sportsweek
Defranco plays tough
wth a style all his own
by Jeff Frederick
Future sports

Take one look at UCF tennis player
Mike DeFranco and you would never
guess that he-is a varsity athlete.
DeFranco is a short, wiry
sophomore with an earring in one ear
and a disPosition on the court to match John McEnroe's. Yet DeFranco is
the No. 1 seed on the 10th ranked
Division II team in the country, and
is rated as the number one singles
player in the South for Division II. He
ranks number three nationally in the
division.
DeFranco is 17-3 in singles matches
this year and has been a major reason
the Knights have won eight of their
last nine mat.ches and rocketed into
· the Division II tennis spotlight.
Some of DeFranco's victories have
come against the likes of Florida,
Alabama, Vanderbilt, Wake Forest,
and Air Force. UCF head coach Eddie

Krass realizes the talent that he has in
DeFranco. "Mike's been playing very
well lately," Krass said. "He has
really become·a tough player."
, Alabama head coach Steve Hannum went as far as to .say that "he
could play anywhere in the country in
Division I."
So why did he decide to play for a
DivisiOn II team with little money
and less prestige?
"I've always wanted to play tennis
for UCF, and I also have relatives
Ann Ransom/Future
here so I just' decided to go to school
Mike
DeFranco
rocketed
into
the
Division
II
national
spotlight
this
here,'' DeFranco said.
season
when
he
was
named
the
number
one
singles
player
in
the
South.
An average day for DeFranco, a
physical education major, includes ferent. from most college athletes, he two weeks by defeating Delaware,
Tennessee-Martin, and East Tenthree or four hours of tennis practice.
has a common goal: to be the best. ''I nessee State. The team's record now
He's been playing since the age of six want to win the NCAA singles chamor seven and has some unorthodox pionships for Division 1 and then stands at 14-10, but the team is
maybe I could think about turning looking ahead to only one match,
training techniques.
·Rollins. "I know we can beat Rollins;
"Music is the most important part, pro."
it will take six collective efforts from
I always practice to music. Led ZepWith DeFranco's help the team conthe entire team but I know that we
pelin works the best,'' he said.
tinued its winning ways over the last·
~ win," he said.
Although he may be a littl~ dif-

Knights look to break slump agdinst_ St. Leo
by Dan Russo

the mound in tomorrow's game.
On Wednesday, April 6, the
The UCF baseball team, mired in a Knights defeated St. Leo, 6-2. In
mid-season slump, hope to get back that game Butch Vinson tied the
on the winning track this weekend Knights' season home run record
against the Monarchs of St. Leo.
with his 11th of the season.
The Knights will take on St. Leo,
In action, April 4, the -Knights,
22-12 and 3-3 in conference play, today at St. Leo and tomorrow at UCF despite four Flagler errors and 12
UCF hits, couldn't get the key hits
at 3 p.m.
·
and
were defeated 8-5.
John Flynn will take his 2-6 r~ord
In
that game, UCF pitcher Dave
against the Monarchs in today's game
Van
Cura
lasted only until the fifth
at St. Leo and Mark Miller will be on
Future sports

·Foskett's hot stick leads
UCF's offensive firepower
by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

..

For the past three years at UCF,
Tim Foskett has been a good
baseball player. Each season he has
hit over .300 and played his centerfield position well. However, this
year under the guidance of new head
coach Jay Bergman, Foskett has
become outstanding.
Through his first 40 games ·t his
season, Foskett was hitting a torrid
.469 with ten doubles, seven triples
and 26 runs battled in. In contrast,
iast year he hit .302 with six doubles,
2 triples and 14 RBI's.
Foskett attributes his improved

inning. Van Cura gave up eight runs
on seven hits in the outing. He was
relieved by Dan Casey, but Casey
couldn't find the strike zone as he
walked in Flagler's last two runs. He
was relieved by right-hander Rick
Marcello, who finished the game.
· Kenny Wright, Jay Bergman, Jr.,
Garry Gawrych, David Hodges, and
Tim Foskett, all had two hits apiece
for the Knights. Foskett also drove
in three of the Knights' five runs.
The loss to Flagler brought the
Knights' record to 19-20-1and2-5 in
the conference.
On, April 2, FIT erupted for six
runs in the ninth inning.to defeat the
Knights 14-6.

UCF starter Brent Laycock lasted
six innings in the game giving up five
runs on six hits and walking three.
He was relieved by left-hander John
Flynn who came in in the seventh inning. In t.he decisive ninth, UCF used two relievers before the .inning
ended.
Providing the offense for the
Knights were Jay Wollenburg with
four hits, and Mark Deglomine with
three.
·
Outfielder Wollenburg was named
as the Sunshine State Conference
Player of the Week for his performance last week. Infielder Butch··
Vinson needs only one more home
run to break the UCF team record of
11, set by Sam Nattile last year.

· performance to one ·man, Bergman.
"I feel more comfortable at the
plate," he said. "He (Bergman)
hasn't pressured me. He says just
g9 out and have fun.
"The key to my success, in a word,
is Bergman," Foskett said.
·. Foskett said he now likes to go to
~he ball park everyday, whereas, last
year that wasn't always the case.
Since his arrival in 1979 from ·
Orlando's Colonial High School, he .
has seen the team mired in mediocrity. But he sees a different attitude
on this year's club. "Everybody's a
big part of the organization,"
Foskett said. "We work together;
we all want to win.''

Business manager position opens

...

UCF athletic department officials will begin advertising for a
.new business manager next week
in order to fill the position resign_ed by Bill Goldsby April 31.
According to Athletic Director
Bill Peterson, the position will be
advertised in some state university publications for about a
month. In addition, Peterson said

he will solicit applications from
many Southeastern schools
through 'some personal mail requests.
He said he hopes to have the
position filled in six to eight
weeks. Filling in the position now
in an interim role is Barbara Ratti, who moved over from the internal auditing department.

Ann Ransom/Future

Tim Foskett slides safely into second base in last Monday's game against
Flagler College. Knights lost the game 8-5. T~ay they face St. Leo away.
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Crew team ready for Miami International
The women's lightweight four and
Future sparts
men's eight took third.·
The women's eight race proved to
Faced with starting line dif·
be an exciting one, with FIT winning and Rollins coming in second,
ficulties and a schedule 3Y2 hours
beating UCF by. six-tenths of a se·
behind, UCF's men's and. women's
cond~ UCF came in third in that
9rew teams ·plac~ second overall in
event.
OR.EDKEN SALON PRESCR.lrTION ~RIDKEN SALON PR.ESCRJrroN @.REDKEN SA1..0N PRE ~
The men's lightweight four race
was exciting right from the start,
when Ohio State flipped its boat at
the starting line. No injuries were
reported
and UCF placed fourth in
~
~
by Leslie deZwart

-

...

the F.A.C. Mayor's Cup Regatta on
March 26.
Despite high winds, which
hindered UCF's performance, the
team managed to outlast the other
· crews to win the women's four event
and take second m the men's four

j : .·· Azeem Hairstyling . · · ~
~

·~

~.

j
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for Men a-lid Wo~e~ ... ,ncludes_H~ir analysis
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9·5 Tues. ·Sat.
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that event.
In last week's action, UCF competed in the Jerome P. Keuper Cup
against FIT.
FIT dominated most of the events
with UCF winning only the men's
four event. However, UCF gave FIT
strong competition in the JV
women's eigP,t and the men's
freshmen/novice eight.
. Tomorrow the crew travels to
Miami to compete in the Miami International Regatta.

..
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Women's crew members practicing their ·skills ~t · daybreak on Lake
Pickett.
·

Football team
wraps up .
spring work .
by Mike Candelaria
Future sparts

The UCF football team concluded
its first-ever spring practice with an
intrasquad scrimmage last Saturday on campus. In the hour-long
scrimmage, which marked the debut
of head coach Lou Saban, the offense
beat the defense, 14-6.
Sophomore quarterback Raymond
Agee, who steadily improved last •
year, continued to progress, running
for one touchdown and passing for
another. He was seven of 12 for 137
·yards on the day.
Junior Dana Thyhsen, the starting
quarterback for · most of last year,
hit 11 of 20 passes for 83 yards
and one interception. Perhaps the
surprise of the day was the play of
sophomore running back Darryl
Love. Love set up both scores, catching bombs of 54 and 43 yards. ·

/

The defense · scored first in the
game .when an Agee pass bounced
off the_ shoulder. pads ·of receiver
Mike Collier and into the hands of
defensive back Greg Atterberry,
who returned it 51 yards for the
score.

FOR THE·
REAL TASTE OF BEER
PABST.IS THE PLACE.
• i9B3 Pabsl Brewing-Company. Milwaukee W1scons1n

The offense came back on a oneyard scoring dive by Agee. Agee
then finished up the scoring by hit·
ting senior tight end Harry deAn. tonio with a six-yard touchdown
pass.
Overall, Saban was pleased. ''Spr·
ing practice was just wh;;tt we ex·
pected" he said. "We evaluated the
talent.
''I was pleased with the work of
the quarterbacks during the game.
But, I was disappointed with the
depth. We'll need more depth next
year,'' Saban said.
Practice for the Sept. 3 opener
!lgainst Elizabeth City State will
resume Aug. 10.
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M~n's tennis takes sec9nd

•

by Jeff Frederick
Future SPorts

The UCF men's tennis team nar·
rowly lost the Sunshine State Con·
ference Tournament April 1 to an experienced Rollins squad.
The Knights racked up 20 team
points while tl:~e highly ranked Tars

in conference tourney·

finished with 21 to claim the conference champiQnship. The tournament was held at St. Leo College.
Competition started on a positive
note when Mike DeFranco won his
first match in straight sets. Troy
McQuagge followed DeFranco's ex·
ample by also winning in straight
sets. Although the Knights had

While the men were battling conplayers in each of the remammg
singles matches, they came away ference foes, the women were playwith no more wins despite numerous ing a pair of matches with out-of·
state opponents. UCF was outmat·
outstanding performances.
Among the second-place finishers ched against Wisconsin; losing 9-0
were Tony Snoeyenbos in the third to the Division I Badgers. They im·
seed, Paul Marshall in the fourth, proved their record the next day by
Mike Barret in the fifth, and Greg beating East Tennessee State 5·4.
Buoni in the sixth.
The women are now 6-9.

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

for sale

Student Rate:.
. 50 cents per line

Typing/word processing: professional
resumes, term papers, theses, reports,
dissertations, etc. VERY REASONABLE RATES.
Some editing. Close to campus. Last
WhV not buy instead of renfl 2·bdrm 2-b~n Roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom, 2
mobile home w/ screen room . 1 mi. n. of bath house 15 minutes from UCF. Coll Rod In ._..-------------~ minute projects accepted. Coll Cindy, 6-n5083.
UCF in adult com. w/ tennis, pool, mini-golf the evening at 282-0238.
&clubhouse avail. $23,900. Ph. 365-7079.
Female roommate needed to share 2·
'Rates too high? Call mel Prof. typist. 16 'yrs
Guitar, Ventura six string, good shape, great bdrm. 1-bath Haystack Apt. Rent, $155,
experience at low rates. Call DAY o
1
3
bdr.
fully
furnished
house.
Sleeps
6-10.
1
for beginners, $65. Coll 647-5335, ask for securlty-$175, h elec/phone. Available
EV~NINGS, 678-4360.
ml.
to
whitewater
Nantahala
River,
between
Steve.
May 1. Non-smoker p ref. Call Cathy, 275Bryson
City
and
Andrews,
NC
on
U.S.
19.
7698.
$200/wk. Cal 843-8658, 7-9 PM.
EKO 12 string guitar, $100. Sony STR6036
receiver, $100. Lafayette Criterion speakers, Winter Pk., 2-bdrm, $200 & util. Coll 644-6610
$75. Col I 275-3241 .
before 2:30 PM.
273-5610
Band to play for outdoor party. Coll 282·
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
3919 or 282-8365.
TOYOTA CORONA DELUXE, 19n, real nice, Roommate wanted to share three bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265
tinted windows, lmron paint job, 5 speed, ' home approx. 5 miles.from UCF. $100/mo. &
.2 Pools, Tennis Courts
$3500. Coll Barbara 275-2417.
lf3 utilities. Coll 282-5328.

•

roommates

Home cleaners needed. Flex. hrs. $3.50/m.
to start. Coll 671-7463, leave name & num·
ber wl answering svc.

for rent

wanted.

1979 Kawasaki 400, runs really good, asking Room for rent In beautiful complex, own
$700. Coll Dave, 273-9038.
bath, kitchen prlv. Non-smoker. Female
only. Close UCF. $50/wk. Coll 275-1709.
'70 Mustang-fastback 302, auto, PS, n~w
brakes, new radials, alum . slot mags. Flame Combrldge Clrcle residents need room·
red & black laquer paint. 1988 obo, 365- mates for the summer, possibly Into fall. Call·
7334.
Jan for details, 273-0990. No leases.

..

Never out of box, Vlvltar VI enlarger, head, Large 2-bdrm. apt. at Haystacks, $155 & 9;
stand and base, dloptlc light source, light utll. Coll eves, 281-1269 or leave message
pipe stablllzer power supply, Omega 75mm 788-3317.
color lens, paid $500, will sell cheap. 857·
1327.
1976 Triumph TR7, air cond, stereo, sun roof,
tinted windows, lug. rack, runs good, extra
sharp body, $2100. Call 671-0980. Wtr. Pk.
area.

carpool

Looking for someone In Polk Co. area to
Famous artist's residence, Lk. Harney, 1h share rides to UCF during summer sessions .
Coll Bob, 813-683-9618 or 813-646-9644 or
acre, 2br/2bth, $79,000, 671-2458, 349;5353.
write to 127 W. Hancock'. Lakeland 33803.
Yamaha 400 bike 1980, 8300ml! , mag
wheels, new rear tire, new battery, windshield , 2 helmets, excellent engine,
luggage rack. cardinal red, 60mpg, $950.
Coll 275-1506. .
.

.__---------=--------'-4

AM/FM cassetta car stereo. Brand new In
box. Never been used. Asking $55. Coll Ken
275-4145 or Brevard Hall Room 213.

lost & found··

Lost: Near campus on Tuesday 3/29/83. He is
a black, gray and tan semi-long-haired cat
Bicycle-men's 27" Raleigh. Excellent con- with a very long, fluffy "squirrel" ·tall. He Is
dition, ·blue, quick-release wheels, $200. loved and missed very much. If you .have
Coll 277-1838.
any Information, please call 273-9444 or
275-6602 PLEASE!
Beautiful Oriental silk carpet. 440 knots per _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
inch, 5 ft. by 3 ft. Reasonably priced. Contact 282-5684.

•

•

help wanted

Audi fox 1974, auto, all new exhaust system,
AM/FM/cass, good tires, very clean . $2500 o Goin experience as well as earn high
make an offer. Call 339-8114.
commissions. Join the staff at the FUTURE
Newspaper. Applications being accepted
MGB 1966, 4 speed, electric overdrive, new at the business office (ext. 2865) for adv.
top, new batteries, excellent engine, all reps.
new Interior, this car Is In great shape. $2600
or make an offer. Coll 339-8114.
Summer Jobs--$350/week. 10 positions
remain for full-time summer work. All majors·
Audi Fox 19n, sunroof, power brake~. fuel -3 sem . hrs. credit. Call 678-3062 for an aplnjectlon, AM/FM/cass., auto, new tires, new pointment.
battery, very clean, $3400 or make me an .
offer. I need the mone I Coll 339-8114 .

.,

personal

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colopial Mall

typists
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing Included. Reasonable. Coll
Bea, 678-1386.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, pu_
n ctuatlon.
Term papers, theses, dlss~rtatlons, research.
papers, resumes, and typing . All work
prepared on IBM display writers . Full-time
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. tur·
naround avail. 671-3007.

To my bestest roomle ever: Happy Birthday,
Rachel! Congrats on beng legal. Love, D.

services
Money for grad schoolll Our computers will
. find you graduate school . scholarships
available natlowlde. Guaranteed. •Free
detalls, write to National Student Services,
PO Box 14131. ~lnesvllle. FL 32604-2131.

Acc-urate TYPING, attractive/correct forms.
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp.
in any/all jobs. Call Marti-1 mi. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM.
Typing service available, 11 years ex·
perlence. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Jackie, 678-3173.
Professiona l legal/med . typist w/ Bus.
degree will type anything fast. Editing IBM
equip. w/ choice of type print. Pica & Elite.
Coll Patsy, 275-1709or 295-4188.
Impressive TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Ac·
curate. Dependable. Be a winner! Coll
JUDY'S Business Service, 671-0312.
·Professional quality typing, term papers,.
reports, drafts. theses, dissertations,
1manuscripts, resumes, letters. IBM electronic. Competitive rates. 24-hour turnaround. Coll Virginia, 423-5588.
TYPING-term paperS,reports, manuscripts,
etc. High quality, affordable rates. Eves &
weekends.. Coll 365-5989.

. lndlvldual Confidential Counseling
·
Gynecologlsfs
·sp~aker Service

'2233 LfE. RD. WINTER PAR~ .

.

628-0405

ton Free 800-432-5249
ORLANDO 1k WINTER PARK
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associates

ATownhome Comm~nity
YOUR "Home Awa.Y From Home"

A Tremendous
Oportunity
For Dad
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We have THE PRICES YOU WANT AND
THE FINANCING YOU NEEDI
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Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan.·
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Call (305) 282-4293
or 422-1111 after hours
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FLOOR

Jog or ride your bike to school we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!

506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803

Post Office Box 4787
Winter Park, FL .32793
(305) 422,-1111
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